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GRANULAR RESOURCES; VALUABLE, BUT F I N I T E RESOURCES:
THEIR INVENTORY ANDMANAGEMENT
POLICY AND PROGRAM PLAN
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There
are
presently shortages of
materials in many
regions of-the North, and new rrources are being aought.
Management of granular resources is therefare essential to ensure
the efeective utilization of known wxtrces and conservation of
materials for use in future northern development projects.
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Detailed inventories are critical to theeffective management of
the limited resources of high quality materials. The vastness of
the North and the high c o s t of f i e l d activities have prevented
.the development of a complete inventory of surficial resources.
As a result, it has been necessary to adopt a systematic, phased p r C . c
approach to granular material inventory and there is an ongoing
requirement for updating of inventories of erupply on thebasis of
forecast demands for the varioua types of granular materials.
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Over the past 15 years, inventory work has addresaed the
RJ,Q,&l/l
),h s g - t
materials required for transportation infrastructure, for
(.A.
artificial islands for oil and gas production and for community ,'V~~,""'''
and industrial demands. Emphasirr has been placed an problem
resolution, especially in areas where potential multi-user
conflicts may arise due to the demands of pipeline and highway
construction or land claim settlements. An extensive body of
information on terrestrial granular resources has been collected
already for the major transportation corridors in both
Territories, particularly the Mackenzie Valley corridor, and for
the Beaufart coastal region.
The existing granular reerource reports and maps have been underutilized due to the difficulties involved in manually locating,
eearching, manipulating, displaying and updating the available
information. Further, mince the original data was of highly
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variable age and quality and was presented frequently in a nonstandardized format, misinterpretation of the information was
possible, unlesa analysis was undertaken by geotechnical
' 3
apecialists. As a result,there h a s been needless and costly
duplication of effort (studies of same areas), waste of valuable
resource8 ( e . g . use of the YaYa gravels f o r artificial ieland
construction), and failure to ensure low cost supplies for public
use (Inuvialuit Final Agreement).
Environmental damage resulting
from the unnecessary proliferationof borrow sources, and civil
on the Dempster Highway are also a direct i c ~ Y ~ ~ * ~7 o ' ~7 a - C
litigation over borrow
result of an inadequate granular inventory and management plan.
Tsht
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Prior to 1984, there was essentially no inventory
that could be used to manage off shore granular
Beaufort Sea. Between 1983 and 1986, one-half of the proven
resources in the Issigak borrow area, which contained the only
aignificant deposit of high quality granular material in the
central Beaufort, were removed and used primarily for island
fill. Industry has indicated that the inadequacy of the
inventory led to the salvaging of borrow from the Minuk berm,
with the subsequent exposureof contaminated material.

In

While industry hae undertaken site-specific offshore granular
resource investigation worksince the Zf1id-1970'S, t h e absence of
an inventory has resulted in considerable duplicationof effort,
much of which was publicly financed under Petroleum Incentivesb&a.k&&y
Program (PIP). More significantly~,t h e failure of the Nerlerk
sand berm. ( w i t h a PIP cost of $89M) could have been avoided if
adequate information on the location, quality and quantity of
offshore granular resources had been available. It is estimated sit st-&,
that 20930% of the artificial islands conrtructed in the Beaufort
Sea have experienced some degree of failure, and inadequate
knowledge of borrow material quality was likely a factor in many
cases (e.9. Nerlerk, Issungnak, Molikpaq). While island stability
is itself a design issiue, it is clear that a more comprehensive
inventory of higher quality offshare granular resourcesia needed
before artificial island that will perform safely for their
product ion 1 ife6-3
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STRATEGY:

Effective management of granular resources requirels a detailed
inventory of existing granular materials supply, up-to-date
forecasts of potential demands for granularmaterials, management
plans, adequatelytrained resource managers and appropriate
legislation pertaining to granular materials.
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a)

Inventory Requirementa:
The prertent approach to granular re8ources inventory
acknowledgeP that it is not practical to evaluate all
potential resources fully. In recent yearB, inventory work
has concentrated on the task of compiling, standardizing,
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summarizing, and analyzing the available information from
previous granular resource studies, and identifying
significant gape in information for several critical areas.
This has required the co-operation of other departments and
governments and industry to obtain access to their data, much
of which is proprietary. These parties recognize a l s o the
value of this approach, and in return, have increased
expectation8 for an inventory that readily provides current
detailed information on the location, t y p e , quality and
quantity of material and additional work requirements for
each source.

to theexisting inventory data will be achieved
;b+o
SqPrryl~,~
through computerized databases. The resulting ability to
undertake more timely, thorough and detailed analysis of the
granular resources on the basis of revised demand forecasts,-&h,,+ &+,.,,,,,
and to overlay other geographic data such as land claims
:&M.aLirrj
selections and pipeline or highway corridors will enable
!
management planning to minimize potential multi-use
and ensure an equitable sharing of,this regource between
public and private interests. This system will a l s o
facilitate the efficient transfer of granular resource data;
in a more usable form,to theTerritorial government and to;
native organizations, as part of devolution and the
implementation of land claims Bettlements.
Access

~
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While there remains a requirement to obtain additional new
field information on offshore granular resources (under NOGAP
or aome other program) and on deposits to be reserved for
public use on Inuvialuit lands (under theIFA Implementation
programme), t h e main objective of the DIAND granular
inventory is to develop, maintain and update the databases so
that effective management of these resources is possible. It
is expected that the granular inventory being developed will
encourage and assist industry granular investigation work for
both local and major privately-sponeored projects. DIAND
regional office8 and the territorial governmento will
continue to undertake field work to maintain and update local
inventories of materials for communities and infrastructure.

.
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b)

Demand Forecasts
Accurate and up-to-date forecaeta of future demands for
granular materials are required for resources management.
These forecasts are based on the anticipated needs of
communities, transportation and other infrastructure, and any
major public or private projects for each five-year interval
during a 20-year forecast period. This procedure ensure8
adequate longer-term supplies, andminimizes the effort
required to update demand forecasts.

Public dernanda generally conaist of routine maintenance and
upgrading, which can generally be predicted relatively

r
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accurately in most communities based on historical usage, and
capital projects, which are commonly projected f o r only a
five-year period. Proposals
f o r major northern development
projects are renowned for the political and economic
uncertainty of their fruition. Further difficulties in
forecasting are often introduced b y changes in the scale and
timing of major projects and b y the results of technological
change and improved engineering design capability, In most
major projects requiring large amounts of granular materials,
the demands for each type of material will not be known with
accuracy until engineering design, is essentially complete.

7
a

c)

Because of the above uncertainties, the forecasting of 20year demand should be undertaken at least every five years,
as specified, for example, in the Inuvialuit Final Agreement.
and in conjunction with the preparation of granular resource
management plans. The co-operation
of the territorial
governments and industry is essential to the success
of
demand forecasting.
The need f o r periodic updating of
demands f o r several critical areas means that there is an
~2
ongoing requirement f o r demand forecasting.
Management Planning:
“--”

Wise management of granular resources can be achieved through
the development and implementation of management plans.
Management planning requires knowledge of the available
resources (inventories), anticipation o f potential demands
f o r resources (demand forecasts), identification o f potential
shortages of materials (supply-demand analysis), allocation
of resources to ensure effective utilization and conservation
of remaining supplies (resource administration), inspection
and monitoring of extraction operations, and abandonment
planning to minimize the environmental disturbance caused b y
exploitation.
resource
granular

.I

Plans will b e completed on a priority basis according to
material shortages. Updating of management plans is
necessary as new sources are identified o r proven u p , as
known resources are used, and as demands change. Management
plans developed for one set o f boundaries will not be valid
after changes in administrative arrangements. Northern
Program regional officers and the territorial governments
both contribute extensively in the planning process and have
a critical role in their successful implementation.
d)

Education:
The successful implementation of granular resource management
plans requires t h a t resource managers,*use
s and the
public be aware of t h e need f o r m a n a g e m e n t 4 j + e s o u r c e
$;wrc
extraction,hconservation
o f materials and protection of the
environment, As native land claims are settled in the North

r
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there is also an increasingneed to ensure that native groups
and communities become familiar with granular inventory and
management techniques. DIAND's overall responsibility for
northern land resources demands t h a t the Department take a
leading role in providing educatian on granular
resources.
Resource administrators and pit inapectors, among others,
must therefore be familiar with the content and usage of
resource inventories, demand forecasts and management plans.
Normally, these people are not trained as epecialists in
granular materials and are dependant on DIAND headquarters'
expertise for advice and guidance.

4

The current approach to the provision of training is to
present the various elements of granular resourceo inventory
and manaqement planning in clear, non-technical terms and to
provide backup specialist advice, This involveer the
following basic questions: what are granular resources?
are they formed? how are
t nti 1 ranular ources
identified? how does one -upply)
and
a m e s s quality?
who usee granular
materials? what are they uaed for? what is involved in
granular resource development? what are t h e impacts of
extraction and developmknt? what options are availableif
supply is short? what is involved in management planning?
<"%he DIAND HQ granular resources programme provideo
\,educationaltools and geotechnical advice to assist in the
training of resource managers andto aid them in their
education of potential granular resourceuserbl.

e ) Legislation
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The exjsting
are now
outdated for the effective management of granular resources
which are or will be required for large scalenorthern
development projects. Draft Territorial Lands and Public
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Lands Pits and Quarries Regulations prepared in the early
b q a l A#&;
1980'ra were intended to deal mote effectively with both
onshore and off shore resources. Included in the proposed
%/-?!&A,
amendments is the provision to request information needed to
as8ess applications. This should reduce the requirement for
future government-sponeored fiqld work on granular
inventories. Finalization of the proposed new regulations
has subsequently been delayed because of the need to address '7
aeveral fundamental issues.
The iasues of potential alternative management regimes, the
euitability of proposed royalties and the enforcement
capability of the existing enabling legislation will be
evaluated prior to further review of the draft regulations.
EMR's proposed Canada Offahore Mineral Resourcesl Development
A c t (COMRDA) for administation of unconsolidated seabed
resources in all offrahore areas of Canada and the proposed
Canada Laws Offshore Application Act are being considered as
-potential
alternatives to the present Public Lander Grants

>
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Act. T h - i s strategy also addreases the possible fragmentation
of granular resource. management regimes as a result of land
claims settlements, devolutionand division of the
territories.
1988/89 PROGRAMME:

Funding for granular resource inventory and management work has
been provided, in recent years, from three sources, each of which
has a specific goal. These are listed below with 1988/89 funding
levels:
NOGAP A 4 Project
Landa A-Base
Implementation of IFA

$250K
55K
130K

- not

yet approved

The NOGAP A4 Project was intended to ensure that granular
resource information is available in preparation for northern
hydrocarbon developmentand to provide the detailed information
on sources needed for their effective management. The Project
has necessarily focussed primarily on the development of an
offshore granular resources inventory for t h e Beaufort Sea. A
proposed three year extension of the A4 Project was approved
early in 1988 by the Minister a8 part of a proposal to continue
NOGAP. Cabinet approval of the NOGAP extenaion has been delayed
until policy reserves are replenished.
A-Base funding has been significantly reduced in recent years
since the Regional offices are now undertaking routine
terrestrial inventory work, which i8 required primarily to
address potential multi-user conflictrr in individual communities.
The residual requirement for HQ A-Bane work relates to interRegional granular remurce irrsues (e.g. Dempster Highway),
methods and tools for granular resource inventory and management
( e . g . granular databasert, training aids), and other geotechnical
issuest as requested by the Regions.
Specific funding has been allocated also
Implementation Programto the: completion
for the Inuvialuit Settlement Lands. TB
extension of the granular inventory task
received in 1987.

under the IFA
of granular inventoriee
approval for the
until 1993/94 was

The current year programme irr outlined below by strategy items
and funding sources. Budgeted funds are indicated also, where
applicable.
Inventory:

""""-

NOGAP: A4-24
A4-25
A4-26

-

-

Marine Geophysical Survey
Survey Positioning
Marine Resistivity Survey

-- $160K
45K
-

45K

""*

$25QK
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All of the above etudieB are part of a major field programme to
obtain the geophysical data that iril necemsary for the offBhore
granular resources inventory. The delays in approval of funding
have forced cancellationof the proposed 1988/89 NOGAP A4
programme.
- ..

-
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A-Base:

"
"

"

~.~

."

Dempster corridor
Digitizing
Alaska Highway
ConcreteAggregates

-.

.

"

.-

"

.-.

"

$10K
1OK
30K
5K
"
"

$55K

The Dempster corridor study, initiated in late 1987/88 and
completed in early 1988/89, involved the compilation of a
database of granular resource information to determine if the
available data was sufficient for preparation of management
m3
plans. Recommendations regarding additional inventory work, that;..w - h . / J C , .
may possibly be funded by Yukon Highways, are presently una&;
feC @fi&&
review. Additional information is needed before management plans
can be prepared.

Q

rat

The proposed Digitizing study will involve the preparation of
databases of geographic information for the Beaufort Sea and
Mackenzie Valley corridor. The Beaufort Sea information is
needed for planning of the field programmes which will complete
the offshore granular inventory. The Mackenzie Valley database
will be used in assessments of pipeline borrow requirements and
native land claims selections. These trpatial databases will be
used ultimately in gupply-demand analyseo and preparation of
management plans for these areas.
The proposed Alaska Highway study will involve the compilation of
a database like that completed for the Dempster corridor. The
area
extent and quality of existing granular'information for this
is unknown and therefore effective management planning ie
currently impossible.
The concrete aggregatestudy, initiated in 1986/87 under NOGAP,
will be completed with A-Base funding in 1988/89. This study has
involved long-term testing of the suitability of material from
raelected aources near the Beaufort Sea coaet for use in Arctic
marine concrete. The results of this study are needed for
preparation of management plans for the Beaufort Region since it
may be necessary to d@icate
a specific aource to concrete
aggregate production.

IFA Implementation:

Drilling Program $109K

The proponed drilling programme ia part of the approved extension
of the Inuvialuit granular inventory. It is intended to update
the existing reconnaissance-level inventory and provide detailed
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information on the quantity and quality of materials in selected
granular deposits on Inuvialuit lands. This information is
needed for theestablishment of reserves of supply for public
uhle, as required under the Inuvialuit Final Agreement.
Education:

""_

'

A-Base: V.ideotape Presentation

-

$30K

This project will involve the preparation of a videotape
presentation, entitled "Understanding Granular Reeources",

- uarry Management/Granular Materials
f"&rby@
!+b p x b h $ Qcp

Region: Course
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Assessment"
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This course,w Ich is b e m g prepare by "&e NWT Region, is
intended to provide training angranular materials for land use
inspectors. The Region ha8 requested input to the courre to
familiarize the participantswith HQ granular resource inventory
and management activitier.
"_."I_
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Implementation: Inuvialuit Settlement ReBerves $21K
1

This study, initiated in 1987/88, has determined t h e
environmental, cultural and economic effects of
development for public u ~ e
of =elected deposita on Inuvialuit
lands. By identifying and responding to community concerns, it , $ k , c M , q T
)is expected that the results of this planning procees will be I,'''
(generally acceptable to thecommunities and that the reBcervee
required by the IFA will be established.

7

Legislation:
"
I
"
"
"
-

Comparison of Alternative

GranularManagement Regimes

This proposed in-hour study will involve the identification of
the atrenqthst Qnesses
of the various granular
regimes adopted by the provincea and other countrieer
offshore granular resourcera. The fundamental question of t h e
mort appropriate
management
regime must be addreeaed before
r e v i m d regulations or alternative legislation much ar the
proporped Canada Offshore Mineral Reeources Development Act
7 (COMRDA) can be implemented.
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A-Rase

funding allocated to the performance of ongoing duties and
responsibilities of the department.
Abandonment plans
proposed s i t e restoration activities upon temporary or permanent:
abandonment of the granu)ar source. In the case o f temporary
abandonment, t h i s won3.d involve cleanup a n d drainage and erosion
control. For permanent abandonment, plans shou1.d inchide
recantowing, overburden and topeoi 1 replacement and
revegetation.

Arctic marine concrete
concrete that is designed to wi thstand exposure t o freezing
temperatures and salt water for use in of fshorc fatil.j.ties in the
Rcauf or t. Sea.
A r t i f i c i a l island

I

a man-made island, typically constructed of fine sand dredged
from the seabed and used temporarily
t o explore or develop subsea
hydrocarbor~s. In some cases, the dredged sand extends to the
surface and must be protected with coarse gravel and armour
stone; whereas other islands involve a removable structure that
is placed on a shallow sand berm.

Canada Jaws Offshore Application Act
proposed legislation that would extend to the offshore areas of
Canada those lawsof general application that pertain currently
t o the onshore.
Canada Offshore Hinaral Resources DevelopmentAct
proposed 1,agislatian for controll.ing the exploration and

I
E

development of seabed mS.neral resources in offshore areas
ad jacant to r m d a .
Comuni ty demands
the prajected requirements for al.1 types of granular materials
far use in a comrmmity. This would not include the requirements
for major regional projects.

~

~

~

~

~

~
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Concrete aggregate
granular material that meets the specifications for use in
concrete. T t should consist of clean, hard, strong and durable
particles that are free of deleterious chamScaIs or coatings of
fine grained parti.cl.cs that nay affect the hydration and bonding
of the cement p a s t e .

Construction

materials

materials whose enginasring properties make them suitable for use
in construction [ e . g . earth fills]. This includes the full range
of granular material types as well .as other materia1.s such a s
clays for use in fluid retention pond liners and boulders or
armour s t m e for use as erosion protection.
Cultural concerns
potential. impacts of granular resource development relatingt o
aesthetics, traditional usage of the s i t e for recreation and
hunting, trapping and fishing and the possible presence of
archeological sites. Since granular deposits m y be the only
well-drained sites in many portions of the Western Arctic, there
is a significant potential for conflict between resource
development and traditional use of the ].and.

Demand
known a n d projected future requirements for granuhr resources by
al.1. p u b 1 . i ~and private concerns.

Demps ter corr idar

the area extending approximte1.y eight kilometreson either side
of the Dempstcr Highway, andincluding much of the right of m y
of the Dempstar lateral of the proposed Alaska Bighway natural
gas

pipeline.

Deposi t

arbitrarily, a natural occurrenceof material of sufficient
extent and suitable composition t o allow its exploitation.
Technically, the material has bean laid d o n or placed'by natural
processes and has PI. similar compositionor geologic origin.
Devolution

.-

the process of transferral of m w k , responsibility and power fnm
the federal. governmentto the territorial and regional bodies
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Digitizing
the process of converting hard-copy (paper) records
t o digital
form t o permit their storage, retrieval and manipulation by
computers. nore commonly used to indicate the conversionof
mapped inforwtion to digital form by tracing with an electronic
cursor device that records position or by optical scanning.

Dr i 11 ing

program

in the context of granular materials, a field program involving
the subsurface exploration and sarnpl.ing of potential granular
deposits with any type of drill. or auger r i g f o r geotechnical.
eva3.wt ion.

Economic concerns
includes distance from granular deposits to markets, costs of
gaining access and costs of development. Restriction of
development o f appropriate sources can have a major impact on the
cost and avni.l.~bi.l.ity
of granular materia1.s and subsaqucnt1.y on
the improvement of serwiccs in remote communities.

Environmental concerns
potential. impactsof granular resource development relating to
the disturbance or destruction of wildlife and their habitat,
drainage and erasion probl.ems a n d thawing of messiva ice bodies.
Extraction operations
actioities associated with the taking of material from its
undisturbed location.

F i e l d investigation
any f i e l d program to obtain first handinformation on surface and
subsurface condi.ti.ons [ground-truthing) at potential sources of
granular materials. This m y include rscannajssancesurveys,
geophysical surveys, test excavations and/or drilling programs.

Forecast demnd [20-yt?ar, S-year)
the determination of possible future needs for granular materials
for a specified period of tine [usualXy 5 , 10, or 20 years) basad
nn the estimated requirements of any planned, proposed and/or
speculated construction projects in a given area or region.

Geophysical data

information obtainedby geologic explorationusing instruments
that measure and record seismic or electrical phenomena or
gravitational, magnetic or thermal properties oi the earth.
Seismic and electrical. geophysical. methods are useful in granular
resource exploration. Although it is gqnerally necessary t o
obtain direct observation of subsurface condi.t i ons t o canf irm
geophysical interpretations, mast geophysical. methods provide
more frequent or contitwous measurments that can be used t o
extrapolate between test. holes.
Granular resources

materials t h a t are commonly known as sands and gravel.
Technical1,ygranular materials include natural. sizing from silts
through sands and gravels to cobbles, but the term is mare
common1.y used t o describe any natural mixtures of soil particles
that contain a significant portion of sand and gravel sizes a n d
that could be used as a construction mterial.

High-quality materials
typically a mixture of approximately equal portions of sand and
gravel size particles with littleor no fine grained material and
suitable for a specifieduse with little or no processing.

IFA Implementation Program
federally-funded program to impl.ement the Inuwialuit Final
Agreement. The program is intended t o promote a smooth transfer
of responsibility for mnagement of the Western Arctic l ~ n d sthat
were transferred to the
1nuvi.aluit and of their natural
resources. The program i s divided into a number of Tasks. Task
7 , Sand and Gravel. Inventories, provides assistance t o the
Xnuvial.ui t in the preparation of granular resource inventories
and management plans for the six ccHmnmitiss in the Uastern
B

Arctic region.

1nspecti.m

the close axaminatinn of previous or ongoing granuler resource
development activitiest o confirm existing information on
granular deposits, t o determine the amount and type of materials
being removed, t o estimate the remaining resources and t o ensure
compliance with operating terms and conditions a n d regulations.
A t present, inspectors are trained primarily
t o undertake the
letter (compliance] task.
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Inuwi.a3,ui.'tFinal. Agreement
the agreement between the! native people of the WesternArctic and
Canada that transferred ownership of selected lands t o the
Inuwialui t .
Inuvialuit Settlement Region
the land areas of the Western Arctic in which the Inuvialr~itwere
granted interest under the Inuvialuit Final Agreement.

Inventory
the search for anddocumer1tatic)nof
viable and accessible
granular materials t o provide safe, assured sources for public
use. It includes the identificationand napping of potential new
deposits through the interpretation of aerial photography, field
verification through ground reconnaissance, geophysical surveys,
test pitting, geotechnical drilling, testing and geatechnicnl
evaIuatim, and the preparation of databases of granular resource
supp1.y information.
Island f i.1.1

the material 'that forms the bulk oi an ertl.ficial. island. This
does not include any higher quality material used as shore
protection, but would include any materialmad t o f i l l . the core
of a remowab1.e structure.
Island stability

the ability of the artificial island to withstand the loading of
its own mass and surface exploration activities and the impact of
waves a n d floating i c e .

Issigak borrow area
an area, located about 20 km northwest of Pally Island, in which
seabed granular materials have been identified. This is the main
source of higher quality o f fshore granular materials w a d i n the
construction of artificial islands in the western portion of the
Canadian Reauf or t Sea
I

this was the first artificialisland b u i l t in deep waters (20 m]
in the Canadian Reaufort Sea.

L m d claim settlements
any agreements between native peoples a n d Canada concerning the
ownership of and other interests in lands claimed by the native
peoples.

Land claims
pertains t o the interests of native peoples i n lands
traditiona1.l.yused by them and their ancestors
Iand select ions
the identification of the lands in which the native genp1ew have
an interest and those for which they wish to obtain legal. title.

Loca 1 demand
the projected requirements for a l l types of granular materials
within a small. area, usml1.y around a community, for normal
growth and development of the area. The requirements of m y
large regional projects in the area would be included.

Local s u p p l y
the availability of a l l types of granular materi.als within a
small area, usually surrounding a community, that are readily
accessible end suitable for development.
knagement p l a n
the anal.ysis of s u p p l y and forecast demand, determination of
probable dewtl.oprnent scenarios and competition for resources,
area planning and dedication of s p e c i f i c sources and materials to
s p e c i f i e d uses, and site specific envircmrunental, evaluation and
site planning of individual sources for removal of materials and
restoration.

bmgement regimes
granul.ar resources in northern Canada are considered t o be pwt
of the surface estate and their ownership and responsibility for
their management is transferred uj th land tit1.e. In same other
legislations, sand and gravel are considered to be minerals and
their ownership and management is part of mineral rights, and
separate from surface rights.
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Hinuk berm
the island fil.3 a t t h i s location was p a r t i a l l y contaminated with
oil-based f 1.ui.ds used in hydrocarbon exp1.orati.011dri.l.l.img.

Hol i kpaq
reusable hydrocarbon expl.oratinn structure developed by G u T f
Canada, Sand fil.1. i s pl.aced in the core of the structure to
increase the structural stability of the artj f i c i a l i s l a n d .
B

Monitoring
the observation and reporting of granul.ar resource development
activities, particularly i n regard t o adherence to permitted
operat ins terms and cond t ions and comp:ljance with existing
regulations. Under the existing regulations, these activities
are undertaken by a person designated as the inspector.

Nerlerk sand berm
this large berm, which WRS b u i l t over two construction seasons
with relativt1.y fins grained sands, WBR irreparably damaged by B
series of slope failures before it cou1.d be occupied. The cause
of failure is not known yet, but there is now reluctance to use
similar materials for isl.and f i l l .
Offshore resources
reso~~rces
that are located an or near the seabed, beyond the
low-t ide mark.

Petroleum Incentives Program

federal government programduring the late 1970's and early
1980's that provided incentives far exploration in frontier

a

regions.
Pits and @rarrj.esRagulations

draft regulations proposed under the Territoriallands Act and
the Public I m d s Grants Act a n d intended t o update the existing
Territorial QuarryingRegulations and t o apply t o the offshore.
Potential resources

.

the quantity of materials whose existence and extent are inferred
on the basis of limited direct information or are merely
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specd.ated on the b a s i s of limited indirect evidence. Additional.
t o determine a rsl,i.able source voiume.

invsstigat ion i s needed
Proven resources

the quanti t.y of materials whose occurrence, di.stribution,
thickness and qua1.ity i s supported wj th a high degree of
confidence hy grnund-truth information sr1ch as drilling, test
pitting, and/or exposed stratigraphic sections. The information
pertainingto t e s t holes is ~lst~a:ll.y
extrapolated to a radius of
about 50 m around the hole, with adjustments applied by assessing
landform type and anticipated or known deposit homogeneity.

Public demands
the requirement for granular meteria1.s for use in p11blicl.yfunded
capital or maintenance and upgrading projects. In the case of
the Inuvialuit inventory program, t h i s definition has bean
expanded tentatively t o include demands for other projects,
r e g e r d 1 . e ~of
~ funding source, t h a t art! considered t o he of direct
bencfj.t to the pub1.i.r. [ e . g . airstri-ps or all-weather accc?ss
roads), and demands for smel.1 quanti ties by individuals.
,

Publ,ic I m d s Grants Act

lands that belong t o ?Icr PIajesty in right of Canada, or o f which
the Governnrcnt of Canada has the power to dispose where there is
no other provision in the law. Land-related e c t i v i t i e s in the
Beaufort Sea are contrall.ed under this a c t .

Reconnaissance
a general examination or survey of an area with

reference t o its
a more detailed
investigation. This normally includes aerial. and ground
examination and hand excavation of shaJ.low t e s t pits.

main features, usually as a preliminary stage t o

Reserves
s u p p l i e s of granular materials on Inuvialuit lands that are t o be
reserved by the lnuvialuit far public community needs in

accordance with the Inuvialuit Final Agreement.

Seabed resources
any natural materials an the seabed or new its surfme occurring
such that their exploitation i s current1.y or potentially
f e a s i b l e . In the context of granular mterialr, this refers t o
sand and gravel that i s at the seabed or covered by thin s o f t
sediments and near the potential mrket.
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Spatial database
quantity of digital information on the geographic location and
spatial extent of mapped granular resources that can be searched,
sorted. retrieved and plotted using a computer.

B

Supply

the quantity and quality of a3 1 types af granular material in any
given area or regi.on.
Supply-demand anal.ysls
the analysis of short and/or long term demands for all and/or
s p e c i f i c types of granul.ar materids within a given area or
region in relatian to the known s u p p l i e s of these mat;crial.s, and
the identi,fi.cati,onof any surpluses or shortages in s u p p l y .

Surf j.cia1 r e s o ~ ~ r c e s
any natural material st or near the surface that m y be recovered
using conventional surface excavating equipment. This includes
granular materials and other materials used far construction such
as topsoil, clay and bedrock.

Terrestrial resources

resources that are located on land. as opposed to offshore

resources.
Territorial I.ands Act
the existing 1.egislation controlling lands in the Northwest
Terri tarias and the Yukon Territory that bsl.ong t o Her Hajasty i n
right of Canada, or of which the Gootrnmant of Canada h s the
power t o dispose.

Territorial Quarrying Regu3.ations

the existing regul.ations pursuant to the Territorial. binds A c t
dealing with the mnagament of granular resources on Territorial
Lands.

YaYa gravels
the coarse grained granular materialscontained in or recovered
from the large esker complex near YaYa Iake on southern Richards
Island. The large deposits at YaYa Lake provide much of the
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APPENDIX C

GRANULAR RESOURCE PROVISIONS
I N LAND CLAIMS AGREEMENTS

INUVIALUIT FINAL AGREEMENT

Sand and Gravel
7 . (27) With respect to sand and gravelon Inuvialuit lands,
as a first priority t h e Inuvialuit shall reserve suppliesof

sand and gravel of appropriate quality and within reasonable
transport distances on Inuvialuit lands inorder to meet public
community needs in the Western Arctic Region and in Inuvik,
based on reasonable2 0 year forecasts of t h e volumes r e q u i r e d
from Inuvialuit l a n d s . T h e forecasts shall beprepared j o i n t l y
by the Inuvialuit andt h e appropriate levelsof government on
the basis of community estimates of requirements, and shall be
revised from time to time a s required but, in any event,
not
less frequently than once every five years.
7 . (28) A s a s e c o n d priority, the Inuvialuit shall reserve
adequate suppliesof sand and gravel of appropriate quality on
Inuvialuit l a n d s for t h e direct private and corporateneeds of
the Inuvialuitand not for sale, based on reasonable20 year
f o r e c a s t s of required volumes prepared
by the Inuvialuit Land
Administration.

a third priority, the Inuvialuit shall
make
available sand and gravel
f o x any project approvedby an
appropriate governmental agency.
7.

( 2 9 ) As

7. (30) The Inuvialuit and the appropriate
level of government
the Western Arctic
may jointly identify certain zones within
Region including,f o r greater certainty, Inuvialuit lands, where
sand and gravel may not be removed, or may n o t be removed during
certain periods of the year, for environmental reasons or
because of other conflicting usesof such land.

7. (31) For greater certainty, the sand and gravel deposits
within Inuvialuit lands,
known collectively as the Ya Ya Lakes
eskers, shall be d e d i c a t e d to sand and gravel development,
subject to normal pit development, restorationmeasures and laws
of general application.
7 . (32) The right to remove sand and gravel from Inuvialuit
lands requiresa licence or concession obtained from the
Inuvialuit Land Administration. A licence or concession may
stipulate the required
payment of a royalty to the Inuvialuit
$0.75 per cubic yard
Land Administration, not exceeding
multiplied by b/a where "a" means the Gross National Product of
Canada in current d o l l a r s for t h e year 1982 and "b'' means the
Gross National Product of Canada in currentdollars for the year
previous to t h e year in which the royalties are being charged.

7. ( 3 3 ) For the purposes of subsection (32):
(a) a licence is a non-exclusive right to remove a certain
volume of sand and gravel f o r a specific purpose during a
period not exceeding one year from a specific sand and gravel
p i t : and
( b ) a concession is the exclusive right to explore, develop
and produce sand and gravel from an area f o r a period
specified in t h e concession.
7. ( 3 4 ) A licence or concession may stipulate payments to
cover reasonable administrative costs and, where t h e y are
applicable and justified, reasonable land reclamation costs in
relation to the sand and g r a v e l deposit for which the licence or
concession has been granted.

7. (35) In granting a licence, the Inuvialuit Land
Administration shall, to the extent of its legal capability,
ensure that sand and gravel is made available
to interested
p a r t i e s at reasonable prices.
7 . (36) Before issuing a licence, t h e Inuvialuit Land
Administration shall require the applicant to establish t h a t the
proposed project has been approved by the appropriate level of
government and that a contract has been awarded.
7 . (37) Notwithstanding subsection (36), the Inuvialuit Land
Administration shall, subject to reasonable rules of pit
management, issue a licence toany person for personal use in
amounts not e x c e e d i n g 5 0 cubic yards annually.

7 . ( 3 8 ) Any concession granted by the Inuvialuit Land
Administration to t h e Inuvialuit Development Corporation (IDC)
shall contain the specific provision
that t h e IDC shall make
sand and gravel available at reasonable prices to interested
parties bearing in mind t h e priorities set out in subsections
( 2 7 ) to (29). Reasonable prices shall not exceed levels that
would result in arate of return in excess of 2 0 % , after t a x , on
the capital employed by t h e holder in his sand and gravel
business.

7. (39) The rate of return referred to in subsection ( 3 8 )
shall be determined in accordance w i t h generally acceptable
accounting principles on the basis of actual data for p a s t years
and reasonable forecasts f o r future years with the aim of
averaging the rate of return over the life of t h e concession.
For the purpose of determining reasonable prices,*the concession
holder shall not take into account any general annual overhead
and management costs in excessof 15% of total costs.
7. (40) Any concession referred to in subsection ( 3 8 ) shall
establish that the IDCmaintains for inspection by the
Inuvialuit Land Administration and the appropriate government
officials the necessary financial records related to the royalty
payments, profits and rate of return of t h e operations.

7. (41) Where the Minister i s of the opinion that the IDC,
under a concession, is providing sand and gravel in an
unreliable or inefficient manner or at excessive prices, he may
notify the Inuvialuit Land Administration in w r i t i n g whereupon
it shall terminate the concession and o f f e r it on a competitive
bid basis. Neither Canada, the concession h o l d e r nor any third
party shall have any r i g h t , claim or recourse against the
I n u v i a l u i t arising from alleged damage or loss r e s u l t i n g from
such termination.
7 . ( 4 2 ) The provisions of t h i s Agreement respecting sand and
gravel, except subsection (411, are subject to the a r b i t r a t i o n
process set o u t in section 18.

COUNCIL FOR YUKON INDIANS
Sub-agreement
7.0

Quarries

7.1

Sites within Settlement Lands f o r the supply of sand,
gravel, clay and other construction materials
required for road construction and maintenance, and
other public Works, shall be identified by Government
within one year of each Yukon First Nation Final
Agreement and the use of such sites and materials
shall not require the agreement of or compensation to
the affected Yukon First Nation Designated
Organization.

7.2

Yukon First Nation Designated Organizations shall
allow sand, gravel, clay and other construction
materials to be removed from s i t e s on Settlement
Lands which have not been identified pursuant to
paragraph 7.1 and used for public purposes, if no
alternative site is available in the surrounding area
and upon such reasonable terms and conditions as may
be agreed including f a i r and reasonable compensation
for any such material use.

7.3

If the Yukon F i r s t Nation Designated Organization and
the party wishing to use such materials do not reach
agreement within a reasonable time under paragraph
7 . 2 , either party may refer the matter to the Surface
Rights Board.

7.4

Immediately upon termination of the use of the sites
identified pursuant to paragraphs 7.1 and 7.2, if
required by the affected Yukon First Nation
Designated Organization, the party using the site
shall ensure that restoration work is undertaken in
accordance with commonly accepted land use standards
and procedures including, as appropriate, clean up,
drainage and erosion control, recontouring,
overburden replacement and revegetation, so that the
site will blend in with local landscape and
vegetation.
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SAND AND GRAVEL

24.1.1

(a) The Dene/Metis shall p r o v i d e supplies of, and
access to, s a n d , g r a v e l , clay and other like
construction materials on Dene/Metis l a n d s if, in
t h e opinion of the Land and Water Management
Board, no alternative sourceof supply is
reasonably available in the surrounding
area.
(b) The Dene/Metis are entitled to fair and reasonable
compensation for any materials supplied under (a).
(c) If any person or government, and the Dene/Metis,
do not agree on any terms or conditions respecting
the supply of, or access to, materials under (a),
the person o r . g o v e r n m e n t seeking the supply or
access may refer the matter t o t h e Land and Water
Management Board whichshall decide a l l matters
between the p a r t i e s including the question
of
p r i o r i t i e s between the Dene/Metis and other
users. The d e c i s i o n of t h e Board shall be final
and binding on t h e parties except for judicial
review as in the case of an arbitrator's decision
under this agreement.
(dl

The Board may establish rules and procedures for
the carrying out of this chapter.

TUNGAVIK FEDERATION OF NUNAVUT

Sub-agreement
TITLE TO INUIT LANDS
1.2

Inuit
Title

1.2.1

I n u i t settlement lands may be held in two forms, either:
( a ) fee simple; or
( b ) fee simple s a v i n g and except the mines and

minerals whether solid, liquid or gaseous that may
be foundto exist within, uponor under such l a n d s
together with the right to work the same.

I
I
I

I
I
I

I

1.2.2

Where Inuit hold title under subsection 1.2.1 (b), they
shall have the rightto all construction stone, sand
and gravel, limestone, marble, gypsum, shale, c l a y ,
volcanic ash, earth, soiland diatonaceous earth,
ochre, marl, peat, utkuhighak and hananguagahaq.

1.2.3

Notwithstanding paragraph1.2.2, should government
and other like construction
require sand and gravel
materials from Inuit landsf o r public pu
government mustobtain the consent of the
In the
may apply
event that consentis not granted, government
to the SurfaceRights Tribunal for an entry order to
remove such materials. An entry order may be granted
only where the Surface
Rights Tribunal determines that:

%E:'

(a)

the materials are required f o r public purposes;

(b)

no alternative supply is reasonably available;

If an Entry Order is granted, government shall
pay the
DIO for the materials in accordance witha formula to
any entry
be set out i n the Agreement-in-Principle, and
fee required by legislation. Terms and conditions of
access and compensationfor access shall be determined
Tribunal in accordance with
by the Surface Rights
9.7.31 of t h e provisions on entry and access to I n u i t
lands. The entry order shall include terms and
conditions to minimize the damage and interference with
Inuit use and shall provide that government
rehabilitate the s i t e .

